
Your Daily Church Epistle 

Thursday, September 17, 2020 

Hello Church!  

            Yesterday, I left you with this homework: “Today, I have a small homework assignment 

for you to consider taking on—make a list of what has changed for you in the last six months. 

How have those changes drawn your closer to God? How have they led to a drift away from God 

in your spiritual life? Going forward, what are you still missing from what was? Going forward, 

what are you realizing needs to be left in the past?”  

One change many of you name often is this Daily Church Epistle. While reviewing my 

past contributions to our DCE, they have certainly evolved. As the months have gone on, I went 

from writing four days a week to writing three days a week. Now so many other writers have 

joined the writing, I am cutting back to two days a week, while we publish five days a week. If 

you have a contribution or would like to join our merry band of writers seeking readers, just 

reach out to me at hudsonumcpastor@gmail.com. As I organize my week on Sunday afternoon, 

your first inquiry will be waiting there for Kathy and me to get your voice in line for publication.  

Meanwhile, it has been over a week since I offered you an opportunity to do lectio divina 

as a part of reading the DCE. Last Sunday in his meditation for the Drive-In Hymn Sing, Rev. 

Tony used the reading from Exodus. This week in the readings—and you Discipline 2020 

readers already know this—the Exodus and Psalm readings focus on manna.  

Thank God! Thinking about manna goes well with thinking about change. Here is the 

way Psalm 105:37-41 from the Common English Bible tells the Exodus story about manna as a 

brief poem:  

37Then God brought Israel out, filled with silver and gold; 

    not one of its tribes stumbled. 

38 Egypt celebrated when they left, 

    because the dread of Israel had come upon them. 

  

39 God spread out clouds as a covering; 

    gave lightning to provide light at night. 

40 The people asked, and God brought quail; 
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    God filled them full with food from heaven. 

41 God opened the rock and out gushed water— 

    flowing like a river through the desert! 

  

What grabbed you in these verses?  

 

 

 

 

Do you see something different if you pair this Scripture with your experience of the last 

six months and the changes they brought?  

 

 

 

 

The people of Israel as they followed Moses out of Egypt and into the Sinai Peninsula, a 

vast desert, experienced the call to leave Egypt as sharply as we have experienced the COVID-19 

pandemic. This morning at our North West District Clergy Zoom Meeting, we shared our 

concerns for ourselves. Many of the concerns, mine included, were about how the precautions 

and perceptions of COVID have impacted long-standing issues in our lives. The things I have 

always struggled with are the things I still struggle with, but now I struggle Covid style.  

Likewise, the people of Israel fled Egypt but brought their long-standing issues with 

them. They brought the big issues like family conflicts or major health concerns. They also 

brought their daily concerns. A huge one was “What’s for supper?” That is an issue that never 

goes away. They had left all the agriculture and kitchens they once known in Egypt. It is an issue 

we can all understand. “The people asked, and God brought quail; God filled them full of food 

from heaven.”  

When we were newlyweds, John’s employer, Cray Research, asked him to do work in 

Europe and moved both of us to Paris. Under French law, as a trailing spouse, I was not allowed 

to seek paid employment for my first year. Under Cray Research employee policies, they had to 



make up for my lost income. They paid me to be the homemaker I wanted to be. Wahoo! The 

answer to my prayers! Yippee!  

I strongly identify with the celebration that happened when the Israelites safely crossed 

the Red Sea and the Pharaoh’s army did not. (Exodus 15 & 16). But once we actually landed in 

France, and made our way to LeVesinet—the suburb much like Edina where a house had been 

rented for us—reality set in. First, we had to learn to eat French food in a French suburb with 

only the French we knew. Unlike Paris, LeVesinet in the 1980’s did not accommodate 

Americans with bilingual menus. Because we arrived at the beginning of the “grand vacance” 

our pots and pans were stuck in customs for six weeks until their national vacation was over. We 

had a house with a gas stove, refrigerator, and a metal garden table, but nothing else. The closest 

essential store similar to our Hudson Walmart was Prisunic, and none of the employees spoke 

English. Because our house had an abandoned back yard table and Prisunic had folding yard 

chairs and cheap dishes, we could eat at home. Milk was sold in liter containers and there was no 

skim milk. I needed a French-English dictionary with me to buy frozen entrees comparable to 

Stouffer’s chicken and rice casseroles and know what we would be heating to eat. It was an 

adventure and a lesson in learning that God will provide but we must cooperate with the 

provisions.  

Fortunately, the American Church in Paris offered a program for women like me called 

“Bloom,” short for “Bloom where you are planted.” Not only was there a series of three 

Monday’s worth of classes in October after the national vacation was over and school had 

resumed, they also published an annual book on how to survive as an expatriate American 

homemaker. In our LeVesinet monthly coffee group, we all claimed that if our houses were on 

fire, we would risk our lives to save the Bloom book. The Bloom book was for us the equivalent 

of those desert abiding quails for the hungry people following Moses as Moses followed God 

into a new land.  

So, here is today’s question. In the changes of the last six months, what quail has God 

given you?  

Today, let us all pray for eyes and hearts that are open to God’s answers to our prayers.  

May grace abound!  

Rev. Dawn 

  

 


